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Red Ridding Hood, a 
Liberal Thief 
 

At Dor Marunt they steal everything, 
with no shame and with the help of the 
corrupt prosecutor! 150,000 euros were 
paid to the Military Firefighters to 
produce some fences, fences that lasted 
only one year!  
The execution and installation of these 
fences, which were planned „at the small 
table” of most important corrupt people, 
allowed the Iacomi Family to draw 
important sums of money from the City 
Hall budget, money divided between the 

parties, as soon as the work was completed. On paper, the work was executed 
by SC Grand Construct SRL (Nemes' company - member of the Iacomi Group) 
and Gagarin - now in disgrace - with SC New Led SMD.  
Continued on  PAGE 2 

 
PSD thieves + PNL thieves = 
Patri-thieves 
 

Why do politicians steal? 
Politicians steal because they want to, 
because they can and because they really need 
you. They steal because no one punishes 
them. They are not held accountable. This is 
how Patri-thief appeared, a new social 
category of parasites. 
DNA is a totally useless and paralyzed 
entity       BARCA Constantin 
                             

Crashed and tightened with a noose, the National Anticorruption Directorate 
abandoned the fight against "corruption". They rarely investigate anyone, but 
when they do, they only investigate if the target is weak and has no backup. 
In Calarasi everything is stolen! They steal from schools, they steal from 
hospitals, they steal from town halls, they steal from cemeteries. 
At the Sapunari Psychiatric Hospital, the proud Barca Constantin Deputy of 
Social Democracy started to make chaos in the hospital unit and started the 
robbery!  
The hospital is the right place for thefts, because there are no consequences, 
you are not held accountable by anyone. Continued on PAGE 7 

 
USR Calarasi, the 
Albanian dairy cow - 
with Amelia Giurcan 
 

Calarasi County, which is 

infested on all political levels by 

parasites, suffered a strong 

infestation in the USR, where 

Iulian Dumitrescu, an important member of the PNL and the Iacomi Clan, was 

inspired to arrange, together with Gigi Giurcan from 2 and 15`, the naming and 

the washing "with lye" (as the Emperor said) of Amelia Giurcan! That's how 

Amelia Giurcan got to USR! But the idea was of Iacomi Iulian, called the 

Emperor! Amelia Giurcan, the 5th man in Calarasi County -   member   of   the 

Iacomi Group - a simple tool in the hands 

of some people - Iacomi Group.  

Continued on PAGE 8 

 
The brutalization of the 
steppe journalist - Marin 
Badea 
 

The genius Marin Badea, tainted by the 
party and the Iacomi Clan since 2013, 
has become a simple shovel, used by 
some idiots and illiterates, whom he 
hates and despises so much! But before 
he was touched by the scourge of Iacomi, 
which kills and destroys everything it 
touches, Marin Badea, like any rebellious 
child, left Calarasi true masterpieces. 
One of them - the steppe rabbit 
brutalization, written in 2012, before 
being infected with the clan-specific 
greed virus. He did not know then that 
ten years later he would be brutalized by 
the same beasts who now speak of deer 
and wild boar and who are responsible 
for keeping an entire county in poverty. 
Continued on PAGE 2 
 

Servant Badea Marin and 
Frasinet Commune 
 

The editorial office of Ziarul 

Experimentul Lehliu has started 

distributing the newspaper in Frasinet 

Commune! Responsible for the 

distribution, Spiridon's Marioara, a 

gentle and good girl! Six issues of the 

exceptional publication Experimentul 

Lehliu were distributed, which created a 

real bustle in Frasinet, where the whole 

village stopped working, to read the 

incredible adventures of those from the 

Iacomi Clan! The news of the 

distribution of the press in Frasinet fell 

like lightning in the Clan, which 

immediately sent people to seize a few 

copies! Continued on PAGE 5  

PNL Deputy                   

   And Mayor 

http://www.experimentullehliu.ro/
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Red Ridding Hood, a Liberal Thief 
 
The formula is simple: the fence is made in mockery, 
without foundation, to last only one year, the Clan 
firefighters make sand tiles with traces of cement, and the 
assembly is done by firefighters, with whom they find 
(including minors), being safe by ITM Calarasi, which has 
members in the Iacomi Clan. 

The money are split afterwards in equal shares! 
 
These fences cost almost 160,000 Euros, now being in an 
advanced state of deterioration. In short, a mess, which 
makes even the most ardent supporter of Iacomi scream in 
rage! 
The case was walked between DNA - Prosecutor Xenofonte 
and Prosecutor Banescu Liliana, where the case still lies, for 
its eternal rest, in the specific style of Mrs. Prosecutor 
Banescu, lover of Iacomi, more of a mother for the Clan. 
 
What do the fences in Dor Marunt Commune look like, 
one year after their construction? 
 
Executed without foundation, on the money of the 
community, all the works were verified and 
controlled by Joga Virgil, the Architect from 
Urbanism, who took care that the execution was in 
line with the ZONAL URBAN REQUIREMENTS. 
 
The Secretary of the Commune - Vatafu Constantin 
Alecsandru, a lover of beauty and a true Liberal, could not 
be missing. 
That’s what Organized Crime means – you steal organized - 
covered by the Prosecutor, covered by the Lehliu Gara Chief 
of Police. 
 
This is how they transformed the Liberal doctrine in Lehliu 
into the Fascist Liberal doctrine! 

 
The brutalization of the steppe 
journalist - Marin Badea 
 
How cruel life is sometimes! 
Written in 2012, the material is exceptional and shows that 
from 2012 until now, nothing has changed! Poverty in the 
homes of the people and wealth in the homes of the Clan 
and the party. 
 
„Pelinu – wet and full of dandruff 
 
The village of Pelinu, belonging to the commune of Dor 
Mărunt, has no more than 40 houses and about 200 souls. 
It is located about 5 kilometers from the village of Dâlga 
and 7 kilometers from the administrative locality. To get 
there, from Lehliu-Gară, you have to turn left, on a dirt 
road that takes you directly to the heart of Bărăgan. 
 
It snowed like never before over this village. At the 
entrance, an utility truck, coming from Călărași, does its 
job. Then the village appears to us as a wet dog full of 
dandruff. On the main street, in a hut, there is a shop, this 
being one of the two village shops. It's right near 
Belșugului Street (Wealth Street), that's like a bitter irony. 
The owner greets us, unshaven, pale faced. He tells us that 
the village is characterized in one sentence: "Bitterness, 

brother, bitterness." In the shop, over the summer, there 
are still a few doses of “Timișoreana” beer left, but also one 
of “Ursus”, without alcohol. He doesn't even know when he 
purchased the latter. "I had a six pack of those. They were 
drunk during those great heats. " He doesn't know why he 
keeps that non alcohol dose. People usually seek wine, the 
devil’s grass, tobacco that is, as cheap as possible. 
Toothpaste, of which he has several boxes of "Colgate", he 
doesn't know when he last sold it. People wash themselves, 
in the morning, with alcohol, he tells us, they take a 
mouthful of it and they are as good as new. The owner, who 
comes from the Capital, tells us that the village is old and 
that all the young people fled where they saw fit. He sells, 
on time, so that he does not starve. He says he's selling 
daily goods of 1 million value, but we don't believe him. "It's 
a pity, I'm selling 20 loaves of bread." At Dor Mărunt, the 
people who have business there, they are transported by 
those who have cars, for a fee. Those who don’t have money 
to pay, are happy if they at least have boots to walk there. 
Otherwise, they wait for the springtime and the grass to 
grow. 
 
The village has no church. It had one, but it's all degraded, 
fallen, eaten by the cold and the rains of the years. It's 
somewhere on the right, beyond Speranței Street, a sign 
that those who gave such a name to the sledge had a really 
sick sense of humour. There is no priest in the village. If any 
trouble happens, the priest comes from Dâlga, when he 
can, because he is from Bucharest, so he is a commuter -
priest. In case of misfortune, the deceased is not taken to 
the altar. The priest comes and does a house service, in the 
eyes of God. The funeral is simple here: "Easy at the 
cemetery and ready!" In the village, there is no water 
supply network. Ion Nițulică, the mayor of Dor Mărunt, 
says that he will get here with the pipeline. When he took 
over the mayor's office, there was no such thing. Now he 
brags that there are 5 kilometres of drinking water pipes. 
About the mayor, the shop owner says he's a good man. 
"He's coming over here, he's a helping boy. He has his job, 
there, at the mayor's office". In the snow, people hardly 
survived. The businessman is also introduced: Iordache 
Florea, known in the village as Marian Comerț. He has 
nothing more to tell us. In the shop, water dripped on his 
head. On the shelves, along with powders for food like in 
the city, ie some bags with "Delikat", he also has some 
cheese wheels, he says, but we recognize them as cheese 
foam specialties. He doesn't even remember when he last 
sold one of these. We tell him they're good at pizza, and he 
laughs heartily. “Yes, pizza, at Pelinu, that's right! People 
don't even know how to make pizza! ” He also knows Ion 
Iacomi, a villager who ran from one party to another, so 
that he also has the chance to become mayor. "Now really, 
what could Ion do?" 
 
People usually look for bread, sugar, broth. But also a 
strong alcohol. Outside, an old man brags about drinking 
a brandy. He would drink another one, but only if we pay 
for it. He's a little deaf, but we get along in the end. He 
never left the village. His name is Trandafir Toader, but 
people know him as Geabă. He is 78 years old, and his wife 
is at home, in her old age. She makes an extraordinary 
product today: "What do we have?" He doesn't want to tell 
us what he has. We insist, so the man has to tell us in the 
end: "Polenta, we have polenta". Then he confesses that he 
has a Seventh-day Adventist wife, so they don't eat pork. 
He did not follow the woman's religion, even though he 
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loved her. "I loved her being, that is, her." Proud, Rose 
Alexandrina, called Sanda, is also gone through life. The 
mayor is a good boy, he says, after sipping a glass of wine, 
only if he gets more involved for their village. "I tell you the 
truth, he is a good boy. Some speak ill of him. He also tells 
us who: Ion Iacomi. About that, he knows, he signals to us 
that he has a funnel instead of a neck. "He is a scoundrel. If 
I say he is shit, then shit he is! ” He is satisfied that there is 
water in the village, but only from God, and with the snows 
of February, they are almost tired. "Well, what God has 
given us!" Geabă knows that the youth from the village left 
because of the shortages. There is no youth in the village. 
He has nowhere to go to church. "I have nowhere to go." 
For 4-5 years, the dead have not been taken to church. They 
are only carried on the hearse through the village. "I tell 
you from the bottom of my heart, from what I know: this 
village has been a charity for everyone. All the mayors got 
rich from it ". He is, of course, a tractor driver. He knows 
all the engineers in the area: Magla, Roibu, the Popa 
brothers. The brandy was not on an empty stomach. It was 
after he ate a can of meat, brought by the Red Cross, from 
aid. 
 
The village was covered in snow for almost two weeks. It 
was horrific. People ate, we are told, what they received as 
aids and what they had around the house. We're talking to 
Spiridon Romulus. He begins to list the products: "Some 
ham." After that, the man thinks, but he doesn't remember 
if it had anything else. We don't understand very clearly, 
but he tells us that his name is Vieru of Spiridon Radu. He 
goes to get a pack of cigarettes, but not for himself, but for 
someone else. He knows the mayor is a good boy. "That's 
how he is for me." He remembers that since the snow, the 
mayor knocked on their doors with food packages. They 
were great, as the people are poor and well received on this 
bad weather. Spiridon looks at us intently: “You say you 
want to find a girlfriend here?! You have no chance here, 
they are all old ". He also gives us the recipe: “You have to 
look elsewhere. Here they are only old women, poor and 
helpless. " People live on a pension, with an average value 
of 350 lei. If there is a problem, for people to get a 
certificate from the mayor's office, the road is made on 
foot. "We can walk if we have boots!" Spiridon is waiting, 
hopefully, for spring, another stevia, some green leaves to 
eat, and life takes on a completely different colour. On the 
main road, another son of the village appears, Băncilă 
Gheorghe, he reached his old age in the wilderness, after 
working for many years, as an electromechanics, in 
Bucharest, he walks slowly, towards the heart of the 
settlement, which is the village store. He went to buy coffee, 
necessarily Green Fortune. He knows what is happening to 
the people in the village: "Everyone is asleep." He knows 
the mayor and quickly characterizes him: "He's a good 
boy, but he's pushed to the wall by the councillors. The 
world lives on retirement and raising animals. In the 
spring, it is said that the danger will come from the earth. 
The water will start to puddle. He also agrees that 
Belșugului Street (Abundance Street) has a very funny 
name: “Yes, it's abundant upside down. We don't even 
know how to get out of so much abundance! ” He has 
another saying about Speranței Street (Hope Street): “Yes, 
Speranței Street, that's right. We live, wehope, we die, we 
shit!” There is also Tulip Street in the area, but no one has 
ever seen such flowers on it. ” 
Selection from Badea Marin's material - The steppe rabbit 
brutalization - 2012 

The journalist Badea Marin 
Whoever wants to see the drama of the Romanian 
Journalist can analyze the example of Badea Marin, touched 
and destroyed by the Iacomi virus. How does Badea feel 
when he sees the level of degradation he has reached? To 
serve evil and the illiterate, practically everything he hated 
and hates the most! 
 

Badea’s article can be found on the following 
address: 
https://www.poezie.ro/index.php/personals/14013697/Ab
rutizarea_iepurelui_de_step%C4%83    
 
It is a cruel and painful x-ray of the Political Corruption, of 
the misery and of the stupid, illiterate and thieving 
politicians, who become satraps, in the absence of Justice! 
Educated Romania, as they dream it now! 
 
I consider it a duty, an obligation, for every citizen of 
Calarasi County, to read the few pages written by Badea. 

 
The PSD disaster at Sapunari 
Psychiatric Hospital 
 
The making of man 
"This is the history of the heavens and the earth, when they 
were made. In the day that the Lord made the earth and the 
heavens, there was not yet a tree in the field, and there was 
no grass in the field, for the Lord had not yet given rain upon 
the earth, and there was no man to till the ground. But a 
steam rose from the earth and watered the whole face of the 
earth. The Lord made man of the dust of the ground, and 
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became 
a living soul.” Gen 3:19 
 
Vasilica Nicolae - the new Manager of the Sapunari 
Psychiatric Hospital 
The deputy Barca Constantin, member of the Iacomi Group, 
brought from Bucharest a new manager, who would 
respond to commands and facilitate the looting of the 
Psychiatric Hospital, according to the prescription of those 
from the Iacomi Clan. The appointment was made quietly, 
away from prying eyes, and Deputy Barca (the one who 
received the hospital from Iliuta Vasile) also brought a fresh 
nurse to Sapunari - the Tooth Fairy. 
 

 
The Tooth Fairy is a young PSD member, and her role is to 
manage and say absolutely everything that moves in the 
hospital! 
 

https://www.poezie.ro/index.php/personals/14013697/Abrutizarea_iepurelui_de_step%C4%83
https://www.poezie.ro/index.php/personals/14013697/Abrutizarea_iepurelui_de_step%C4%83
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When a Romanian Deputy receives a HOSPITAL as a 
gift, bankruptcy follows! 
Barca received the Hospital as a gift, which is why he started 
handing out various contracts to his party colleagues. 
While the Deputy is fighting to change all the key positions, 
the Medical Director of Sapunari Hospital has submitted his 
resignation! 

 
 
His SMS sent to our redactor is translated below: 
Greetings, Mr. Caesar, far too strange things are happening, and I felt 
the desire to remove the chestnuts from the fire with my hand. I do not 
have the necessary experience to fight with such people and I do not think 
I would have won. 
However, they started to hire new personnel, even if the budget for 
salaries is at its maximum. I am afraid of the situation in which there will 
be no more money for patients' food. 
I resigned today. 
This is a very strange county, may I be forgiven. 

Driven by thieves and whores. 

 
Deputy Barca hired the niece of the Mayor of 
Gurbanesti - Sapunari Assistance (without bribe) 
The hiring of new personnel has started at Sapunari, but not 
as it should be, nor where it should be! Tooth Fairy brought 
two nurses (friends). 
The niece of the mayor from Gurbanesti entered through 
the back door, but if she comes sent from the centre, she will 
be well received! 
 
Sapunari Hospital is close to bankruptcy 
With a mature director, without qualification and 
experience in the medical field, without a competent 
financial director and without a medical director, the 
Sapunari Psychiatric Hospital collapses, while Barca 
Constantin, deputy of Educated Romania, started 
distributing contracts with money from the hospital. 

 

20,000 - 30,000 RON / per month 
(to thefts)! 

 
SMS translation below: 
Hello, great news! The manager will 
hire Dr. Galateanu because he 
received a phone call. We're going 
down fast. 
 
Oh ... I have information that you will 
be exchanged with Dr. Tudorescu. If 
he pulls the strings. The new 
manager is focused on making 
money, no matter how ... 
 
Well, they have to withdraw money 
for the party, 200-300 million per 
month from the hospital. The 
important thing is for us to be 
healthy, as we find stupidity on all 
roads. 
 
Unfortunately, that's the way it is ... 
I'm really sorry. 

 

False documents at Sapunari 
Vasilica uses the hospital car to get to Bucharest every day, 
which requires the falsification of travel documents, 
because he is not allowed to use the car of the hospital unit, 
for personal trips! The employees of Sapunari Hospital are 
made to falsify the travel documents, in which they write 
that Vasilica goes to Calarasi, when he leaves Bucharest 
daily by the unit's car! 
 
The hospital is collapsing 
While Deputy Barca is in charge of robbing the Hospital, in 
the laboratories there is a shortage of reagents necessary for 
the analyses, an unprecedented fact. 
Basically the hospital is collapsing!  
 
We present in the following the request made by Mrs. 
Blendea Iuliana - Specialist Biologist, on 17.06.2021, to the 
management of Sapunari Hospital, request registered with 
no. 3342 / 17.06.2021 (you can see the original on our 
website at: 
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/08/15/parjolul-psd-la-spitalul-de-
psihiatrie-sapunari/  
 

Madam Manager, 
The undersigned Blendea Iuliana Viorica, 

employee of the Sapunari Psychiatric Hospital, holding the 
position of Specialist Biologist in the Medical Analysis 
Laboratory, hereby informs you that due to the lack of 
stock of reagents, sanitary materials, according to the 
necessary reports, with the following registration 
numbers 7680 of December 11, 2020, 534 of January 28, 
2021, 898 of February 17, 2021, 2246 of April 21, 2021, 3175 
of June 10, 2021, due to the failure of the automatic 
analyser for the determination of ESR- of the Mix-rate ESR 
10 which no longer works in normal parameters (MEC 
Error appears: System Stopped, display is very weak) and 
for which there was and is no service and maintenance 
contract, according to the information note prepared with 
no. . 4521 dated 18.08.2020, due to the information note 
with no. 1354 dated 10.03.2021, due to the information 
note with no. 2203 dated 20.04.2021 (in which I reiterated 
the information note no. 1354 dated 10.03.2021), due to the 
information note no. 2639 dated 17.05.2021, due to the 
information note with no. 3163 dated 09.06.2021 (in which 
I reiterated the information note no. 2639 dated 
17.05.2021, due to the information note no. 2147 dated 
16.04.2021 regarding the non-renewal of the service and 
maintenance contract / contracts for the medical 
equipment within the medical analysis laboratory, due to 
the notification on 27.05.2021 with No. 2885 regarding the 
fact that the reagents necessary for the processing of 
biological samples were not purchased, thus making 
impossible for me to perform internal quality control and 
due to non-calibration of the analysers, due to the 
notification on 09.06.2021 with No. 3162 to the attention 
of the Manager of the Psychiatric Hospital Sapunari and 
from 10.05.2025 with No. 3176 to the attention of the 
Medical Director of the same unit regarding the 
decalibration of the analysers, the non-renewal of their 
service and maintenance contract, the impossibility of 
assuming the responsibility of execution and validation of 
the medical analysis bulletins, as well as the fact that they 
are not responsible for the accuracy of the results. 
 Following this situation, I release myself of any 
responsibility for negligence, repeatedly notifying the 
management of the unit regarding the situation created 

https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/08/15/parjolul-psd-la-spitalul-de-psihiatrie-sapunari/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/08/15/parjolul-psd-la-spitalul-de-psihiatrie-sapunari/
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now, which involves the lack of stock of reagents, sanitary 
materials and, respectively, non-renewal of service and 
maintenance contracts, implicitly of periodic calibration of 
analysers laboratory required to perform the required 
medical tests. 

I am willing that after receiving a very clear 
answer, regarding the activity between the limits 
generated by the lack of reagents, sanitary materials and 
lack of calibration of the devices used, situations that make 
it impossible to perform analyses but also an accuracy of 
results, as a result relieving me of any responsibility 
including on the consumptions generated by this activity, I 
am willing to continue the activity within the limits 
mentioned above, but without assuming any legal 
responsibility regarding the results generated by the 
activity I carry out. 

Until receiving this answer, as the case may be, I 
will proceed for each request for analysis by writing to 
"comments", lack of reagent or lack of device calibration, 
implicitly impossible to perform internal quality control, 
and validation of results processed by me personally and 
staff authorized by Employer to process and release these 
results ", laboratory staff, as such. 

Please note that in the conditions set out above I 
am unable to execute the employment act according to the 
employment contract between the employer and the 
employee and respectively of the job description. 

In this sense, I am waiting for you to give me a 
written answer (a disposition) according to which I will 
carry out my activity. 

Thank you. 
17.06.2021   Issued by, Blendea Iuliana 

Biologist Specialist 
 
Deputy Barca wants to fire the guards 
Eager for a small commission, Barca wants to fire the 
guards of the hospital, in order to bring the friendly 
company who pays! He intends to do the same with the tests 
and the laboratory in the hospital, he tries to close the 
laboratory and send the tests to Bucharest. This is one of the 
reasons why no reagents are brought!! 
What is the connection between Bulearca-Iacomi and 
Deputy Barca? 

PSD thieves + PNL thieves = Patri-thieves 
 
Incredible videos with the rout from the Sapunari 
Psychiatric Hospital and the meeting with the Mayors, in 
the next episode. 
 
Don't forget, the sheep is only good for milking, shearing 
and cutting! 

 
Servant Badea Marin and Frasinet 
Commune 
 
The distribution of the press created a storm in Frasinet 
Upset, Iacomi Iulian (a prominent member of PNL 

Calarasi) called Calarasi and asked for Marinica Badea's 

support, suspecting that the former Mayor (Sandu Mihaita) 

was the one who distributed the press! 

 

At dawn yesterday, who appears at Frasinet? 

 

The Liberal Mercenary from the Iacomi Clan - 

Marin Badea, the Simbrian journalist 

Marin Badea broke into the yard and house of Sandu 
Mihaita, who was at that time, with his wife to help two old 
men in the village. He forced the locks on the gate and the 
house and rummaged in people's house, where he filmed 
and photographed! 
 

 
 
Asa lucreaza Clanul Iacomi, trimite „mercenarii” peste tine 
in casa, violatorii si puscariasii! 
 

 
 
Badea Marin entered people's homes by burglary, hoping to 
film indecent scenes, which he will publish! 
Member of the Iacomi Clan, Badea Marin does not write an 
"article" without 10,000 Ron!! 
 
Asphalt enchantment at Frasinet 
At Frasinet, the Iacomi Clan started "anointing" the streets 

in the commune, with a thin layer of asphalt! 

Some streets have even received a thin layer of stone 

(extraordinary fact)! 

People, even if they had work to do at home, went out to 

walk on the asphalt streets, of a clearly superior quality to 

those in Lehliu Gara (Martyr City)! 

The revolution of Fascist Liberalism in Frasinet continues! 

 

Greek tragedy at Lehliu Gara 
 
Even if we are on summer vacation, I can't help but 
comment a little about the letters we received at the 
newsroom. If we also take into account the fact that the 
envelope from the Calarasi Court of Accounts arrived intact, 
we can only enjoy the content full of delicious information, 
specific only to the Calarasi Organized Crime Clans. 
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In 2020, we sent a letter to the Prefect, who sent it to the 
Court of Accounts (for the competent evaluation), who 
answered us (two years later)! 
 
The letter 

In the small letter signed by the director of the Calarasi 
Court of Accounts, I read with amusement how Iacomi 
struggled to steal, but did not get along with Lascu Ilie (PNL 
Mayor from Nicolae Balcescu), at the robbery equation, that 
is! Lehliu Gara locality is in a serious financial shortage, 
caused by the permanent and generalized thefts from the 
City Hall. 
But the funny thing is that when you send a letter to the 
Emperor, sometimes they have to answer! From their 
sincere answers, you understand exceptional elements of 
the robbery equation, made under the aegis of the Beloved 
Party. 
In the midst of the pandemic, Lehliu receives money 
(100,000 Euros) to modernize the drinking water system 
from the County Council. 
 
Mayor Iacomi, too busy dealing with his enemies, did not 
have enough time to negotiate the plunder scheme with his 
good slave Lascu Ilie, who helped him with thefts so many 
times, and did not spend the money for the water system in 
the city of Martyr Lehliu Gara. 
Seeing these great things, Iliuta Vasile asks the money of the 

Iacomists, he finds out about the thieves programmed with 

the money for drinking water! 

In other words, the criminal mayor Iacomi, was not even 

able to "loot" the money given to him by the County Council! 

They did not mutually agree the robbery equation! 

 

Waking up from the hangover of the parties at the Rustic 

Inn, where Dinca Relu Aurelian, the clan firefighter, talks 

wild boars and deer, the Iacomi Clan finds itself with empty 

pockets, same as Lehliu Gara City Hall! 

Thus being said, at Lehliu Gara the water is treated with 

caustic soda! Anyway, the Lehlians are resistant and if they 

have resisted so far, to the pollution of Bunge-Prio and the 

thieves of the Iacomists, they will resist for another two or 

three decades! 

 

Caustic soda for water softening? 

Keep in mind that treatment plants can legally disinfect 
water with about 50 different compounds. These include: 
aluminium sulphate, chlorine, calcium hydroxide, caustic 
soda, sodium carbonate, ferrous sulphate, activated carbon 
powder or granules, sodium silicofloride, polyelectrolytes, 
ammonia, phosphates, copper sulphate, potassium 
permanganate, chloride of sodium. It is worrying that after 
treatment, these substances can persist in drinking water, 
damaging health over time. 
Incredible how strong the Lehlians are! 

 
Sapunari Psychiatric Hospital, Hilfe, 

Deputy Barca Constantin, Tooth Fairy 

and the 120 little dwarfs 
 

The Financial Director of the Psychiatric Hospital, a basic 
element of the Iacomi Clan, left on 30.06.2021! He left a 

message to his colleagues and I consider it moral to publish 
the message to his colleagues from Sapunari Hospital. 
 
"Success to the new management team in Bucharest, made 
up of professional people…" is the quote of the day! The new 
partially “smoked” Director has Barca’s Tooth fairy by his 
side, who "takes care" of the new Manager, who has nothing 
to do with the Hospital or the medical area! 
No one, but no one, accepts membership in the Clan! Why? 
The important thing is that Gavrila admits that he was 
removed by Barca! If they didn't find anything at the audit, 
why throw him out? There is only one reason: With Garvila 
at the head of the budget, Deputy Barca, PSD member and 
part of the Iacomi Clan, cannot steal and rob in peace! This 
is the reason why Barca brought a Manager from Bucharest, 
half dead! Basically, a new period of thieves starts at 
Sapunari! 
 
The translation of the message posted by Gavrila, below:  
 
Dear Colleagues, 
I allow myself to tell you a few things just for the simple 
fact that I have worked with a sense of responsibility and 
with my soul, with you, in this place, for so many years. 
Today is my last day of work here. 
I was not, I am not, I will not ever be part of any clan, I 
have never served any emperor or empress. Anyone who 
knows me knows this. I'm a simple man, who came here 
through a pretty serious contest. I was subjected to many 
ugly things: I had microphones placed in the office, I was 
watched and under surveillance, I was audited on 
command, after which I came out damn good and that 
bothered some persons, documents of the institution were 
stolen, they tried to convince people in the hospital (they 
know who) to lie and denounce me for receiving bribe, etc… 
a lot of mess was written about me, just because I was the 
Chinese wall that couldn't be crossed! I am convinced that 
this message will be sent where it should be, there is only 
the person authorized in such a thing :). I didn't need any 
crumbs from this hospital. I bought the only water, tea, 
coffee and pen I consumed. I have a clear conscience, I 
sleep peacefully with my head on the pillow, I can look at 
anyone's eyes at any time. I go out the front door, with my 
head up, without being ashamed of anything! 
Yes, I was removed by the deputy Barca, who said directly 
in my face: "as long as he is a deputy, I have nothing to 
look for in this hospital!" What he didn't know was that I 
had decided to leave anyway! 
There are many things to say, rivers of ink will probably 
flow with all kinds of dirt. The truth is only one! Life goes 
on! I am proud of what I have achieved, of the fact that I 
have fought for the survival of this hospital, for the 
compliance and well-being of all, the employees and 
patients of this institution alike. 
I have something to go on, I have a beautiful, strong and 
dignified family at home! Thank you all for your 
cooperation. 
God help us to be well ... but I don't think so! 
Do not sell your honor for nothing! 
Good luck to the new management in Bucharest, made up 
of professional people, with more training in the field, who 
are convinced that they will have exclusively the interests 
of this hospital! Health to all, good thoughts and life goes 
on! 
Respectfully, Ion Gavrila 
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But let's start getting a little used to the Sapunari 
Hospital - Imperial Latrine 
We will delve deep into the matter of the Sapunari Hospital, 
so it is necessary to understand what we are talking about, 
why it is important in the equation of the Clan thief, who 
steals and from where, but especially how and with whom! 
 

  2018 2019 2020 

No. 
Type of 

personnel 

Approved 

jobs 

Occupied 

jobs 

Approved 

jobs 

Occupied 

jobs 

Approved 

jobs 

Occupied 

jobs 

1. 

Doctors 

(including 

residents 

15 8 21 8 21 9 

2 

Other 

superior 

medical 

personnel 

(biologists, 

pharmacists, 

biochemists, 

professors 

CFM, social 

workers) 

8 7 8 6 9 5 

3 Nurses 45 32 51 32 51 32 

4 Orderlies 35 28 37 28 37 33 

5 
Medical 

Registries 
3 3 3 3 3 3 

6 
Auxiliary 

personnel 
26 19 24 19 24 20 

7 
Office 

personnel 
14 10 14 10 14 10 

8 Workers 23 23 23 23 23 23 

9 Laundry 3 2 3 3 3 3 

10 TOTAL 175 132 184 131 185 139 

 
Human resources! 139 employees! Huge margin of 
manoeuvre, comparable to the Imperial Swinery - Lehliu 
Gara Station - led by Danga! 
 
We are talking about a budget of about 3-4 million euros / 
year! I mean, you have a place to steal from! 
 

Financin sourses 2018 % 2019 % 2020 % 

From 

CAS 

contract

s 

DRG 7232261.14 63.19 7009328.80 54.89 6628311.58 42.23 

Other 

sources 

2888980 25.24 4541950 35.57 5633980 35.89 

Total 

CAS 

income 

10121241.14 88.44 11551578.80 90.46 12262291.58 78.13 

Local budget 792613.38 6.92 554930.33 4.35 2504315.02 15.95 

DSP 399954.74 3.49 640606.07 5.02 902182 5.74 

 
Barca Constantin’s Tooth Fairy 

The young PSD member, beautiful, alert and loving, the 
Fairy named by Barca Constantin at Sapunari is de facto 
Manager of Sapunari Hospital. Travelling with the deputy 
Duster (filmed by us), Barca's Fairy is a real naughty girl! 
We will continue on this subject very soon! 

 
PSD thieves + PNL thieves = Patri-
thieves 
 
This is how Barca Constantin, Member of the Romanian 
Parliament for Education, came to give a secret contract to 
his wife Samuila Ion, Vice President of the Calarasi County 
Council (PSD). For starters two air conditioners! 
 
Even if it doesn't appear in SEAP yet, that's because Tooth 
Fairy, brought by Barca to Sapunari, too busy with the 
worldly ones, doesn't have time to process the acquisitions. 
 
It may seem small, but few know that his wife Samoila Ion 
has a very prosperous business and heavily ticks Calarasi 
County! 

Employed at the 
Pension House, our 
Steluta has time to 
infiltrate in all the 
locations pointed out 
by the beloved party - 
PSD! 
The company from 
which she receives 
dividends, SC 
Termostal SRL is a 
subscriber to the party 
and to everything the 
party owns! 
 
She has a good life in 
Calarasi, but if it’s 
possible, why not steal 
from the patients' 
pockets! 

 

At Sapunari Hospital there are canned pate bought for 
10 years 
A few days before the removal of the Empress from 
Sapunari, she bought small and tasteless pate cans for 10 
years! To feed the sick non-stop with pate with traces of 
meat and pickles! In the rush of imminent departure, the 
Empress purchased large quantities of "miscellaneous" 
from the subscriber companies… 
 
At Lehliu Gara everything is stolen 

This is the result of the robbery of the Iacomi Clan: a 
destroyed city. 
As the town of Lehliu Gara is, so is the Dor Marunt 
Commune. 
 
Nemes Zaharia stole with the Iacomi Clan, almost 

1,000,000 euros in three years! 

A basic member of the Iacomi Group, a subscriber to 
everything related to the town hall, school, hospital and 
kindergarten, Nemes made money! 
 
And while you toil like a worm and pay taxes, these people 
in the Clan live like kings, with pockets full of money, all 
related to one another. 
 

 
Lehliu Gara – Martyr city 

 
On our website you can view the entire list of Nemes' 
business, which amounts to over 850,000 EUR! 
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/08/06/fura-psdfura-
pnlpatrihoti/ 
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Sofian Costache subscribed to public money - 
Approximately 400,000 euros in 3 years. 
In the sky of Lehliu, every morning a star shines: it is Sofian 
Costache, a member of the Iacomi Group. 
And he is stealing your money and is always hungry! 
Hundreds of thousands of euros jump from the accounts of 
the robbed town halls, like popcorn in the pan. 
 

Lehliu Gara – Martyr city 
 
The mayor of Nicolae Balcescu (PNL) - Ilie Lascu 

(member of the Iacomi Group) also steals as much as 

he can - 200,000 euros only on Ecoclean. 

 
 "Maybe at first they thought twice before pulling a single 
candy with their fingertips. But once they gain experience, 
accounted for in the form of mandates, politicians gain 
courage and end up stealing not only because they can, 
because they have where to steal from, but because they 
want to. This is the moment when they put their hand up to 
their elbow, without thinking that this way they can get their 
sleeve dirty, which will give them away at some point. If it 
works the first time, the second time, the third time, they 
get the idea that it will always work. In Romania, until 
recently, the intangibility of politicians was the first thing 
the newly elected learned. And that's because the party 
machine worked in perfect harmony with the lack of 
separation of powers in the state. " www.adevarul.ro 
 
PSD steals with PNL! Early in the morning, the dirty 
politician prays in the church with the highest and purest 
values, where he takes bows right up to the floor, probably 
aware of the sins committed daily! 
Practically, all the thieves end up in the party, all the 
incompetents who have proved nothing, who have 
succeeded in nothing, all the remnants of society. 
 
In Calarasi County, 90% of all public money is drained 
through the parasitic companies of corrupt politicians, 
from canned pâtés for patients, to the air conditioner 
and the tile on the hospital! 
 
While you live on the edge of poverty, they live like 
the Emirs and steal, that is, they steal from you! 

 
USR Calarasi, the Albanian dairy cow - 
with Amelia Giurcan 
 
With the scent of fresh baked cake, heated in the stove, I 
receive an old advice, to send a sincere adhesion to Amalia, 
to become a real USR party member too! A little blocked by 
my grandmother's advice, who knew how much I hate 

retarded and dirty politicians in Educated Romania, while I 
enjoy the tasty Baragan cake, along with fresh milk, as I did 
as a child, my grandmother says: "The time will come when 
The Albanian will be sent away to jail, with the Emperor and 
then you will see how the USR cow will be milked, for sure!” 
 
Merciful grandmother with cake on the stove 
I didn't understand at that time the true value of what was 
said, but now, listening to the exceptional audio recordings, 
as they are all wired, I am amused to see the "milking of the 
USR cow"! Empress Girl on the Edge… 
 
USR Calarasi 

USR Calarasi does not exist, it is a lure, with Amelia Giurcan 
a member of the Iacomi Clan, glued to the party leadership 
with a chemical anchor (to hold). 
 
USR Calarasi played the PNL game, as the Emperor did with 
Micu Filip at Dor Maunt (see the Lehliu Experiment 
archive)! Basically, USR Calarasi filled a gap of those 
dissatisfied with PSD and PNL. However, the votes flew to 
the PNL - those for the President of the County Council, and 
some mayors (Lehliu Gara for example). 
 
What happens when you want to become a USR 

member? 

I followed the advice of my gentle and good grandmother 
and I signed up for USR - on their website! This is the only 
way you can become a USR member! 
So before I became a "journalist", I sent the registration 
form to USR Calarasi! To this day, I have not received an 
answer, but sometimes I still receive emails from them, with 
all kinds of USR initiatives, worthy of reading. 
In other words, they didn't need me… 
 
The Emperor, the Albanian and the Cow 
While I was working on several assassination attempts 
(from the previous day) and on the vandalization of the 
Deputy Palace from Dor Marunt of the Deputy Barca 
Constantin, I hear about Valeriu Nicolae, who shakes 
Amelia and Gigel pretty damn well! This is after DNA starts 
scaring Iulian Dumitrescu, also in the free press. 
We reproduce below in full the message posted by Valeriu 
Nicolae on July 21, 2021:: 
 
"These questions are for the head of USR Calarasi, Mrs. 
Amelia Giurcan. I also asked on his page. 
 
1. Were you a PSD member? If so, in what period? There is a 
lady with the same name as you who, from 2006 to 2020, 
appeared in the archives of PSD members in your city, 
Calarasi. 
 
2. Did your husband work for the Secret Service (SIPI)? Is 
your husband the source from which General SRI Dumbrava 
plagiarized in his plagiarism thesis? General Dumbrava was 
the one who "tactically organized" the press at SRI. Is your 
husband the ungrammatical doctor (see the picture on the 
first page of the doctorate) of the famous Pavel Abraham? 
General Pavel Abraham is one of the most toxic security and 
fiercest opponents of USR and PNL. Hardly promoted by 
Antena 3 and Romania TV, Bercea Mondialul's lawyer, 
involved in some of the most dubious scandals. 
 
3. Was your husband nominated by PNL Prahova for the 
position of Secretary of State in February 2021? What exactly 
does he teach at the Faculty of Agriculture? 
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4. Your company has been at zero for two years, since you are 
the leader of USR Calarasi, the management consulting 
contracts have exploded. Can you tell us who were the 
beneficiaries of your services? 
 
5. What is your position on special pensions? Your husband 
has a huge pension of 106,400. At what age did he retire? 
 
6. Can you please make your CV public - an absolutely normal 
exercise in transparency? 
 
I wanted to make public these questions asked on the FB page 
of the head of USR Calarasi (Amelia Giurcan) that who knows 
can somehow find out Dacian Ciolos and Dan Barna (also 
posted on their pages to make sure I see). I really want the 
USR to be a strong party with a real department to filter at 
least the leaders, which will reduce this discrepancy between 
the electoral gargle and reality. And maybe the good and 
wonderful USR and something clearer about the reform of the 
secret services and especially the ORNISS on this occasion. 
Come on, it's not hard!” 
 
After a few days, in which retired Gigi tried so hard to write 
the lines, the answer of the accused appeared: 
 
„My answers to Mr. Valeriu Nicolae's questions: 
 
1. I was not a member of PSD or any other party except 
USR, in which I joined in October 2018. 
 
2. My husband is a reserve officer. He held operative and 
management positions within the former Department of 
Information and Internal Protection until 2016, when he 
went into reserve due to the dismantling of the structure. 
The scientific research activity was carried out in the 
period 2003-2010, under the coordination of Pavel 
Abraham. I do not know the source of General Dumbravă's 
plagiarism. His doctoral dissertation is published in full, 
which leads me to believe that the phrase REZUNAT 
(including the typing error that does not turn it into a 
grammar) belongs to an independent editor. 
 
3. I confirm that my husband was nominated by PNL for a 
position of Secretary of State in the Ministry of Interior. 
This nomination did not materialize in an appointment. 
My husband collaborates with USAMV Bucharest - Faculty 
of Management and Rural Development, Călărași Branch 
where he carries out teaching activities related to the 
discipline of Commercial Law. 
 
4. My company has as main activity consulting in 
management and in secondary road transport of goods. It 
operates mainly in the EU and has collaboration contracts 
with two Austrian companies. The share of consulting 
activity is 5-9% of turnover. 
 
5. My position on special pensions is identical to that set 
out in the USR Governance Program. I support a fair, 
contributory pension system. My family's income is public 
thanks to the wealth declarations I submitted from my 
position as County Councilor. 
 
6. I will publish a CV as soon as possible. Some remarks for 
USR PLUS members: the story of my membership in PSD 
is one that appeared in the local election campaign, most 
likely from the PSD against which USR signed an electoral 
protocol with PNL. I also denied then, as now, my 

membership in PSD. In fact, the former president of PSD 
Călărași gave some explanations in this regard. (link here  
https://realitateadincalarasi.ro/…/declaratii…/ ).  
 
It's not the only attempt to discredit me in public. I was also 
accused of selling my child when I was 18 or of 
transporting substances needed to make drugs. These are 
things that come with the position, so I also assumed that I 
will be subjected to such attacks when I ran for the position 
of president of USR Calarasi, in a difficult period for the 
branch. I have an international freight transport 
company, absolutely legitimate, which faces the same 
problems that all small Romanian companies face. 
Nothing spectacular from this point of view. The rest of the 
points referred to by Mr. Valeriu Nicolae I look at my 
husband, who, although a sympathizer, is not a USR 
member. It seems out of place to me that he is also accused 
of the fact that his thesis is the source of a plagiarism, as if 
the original is to blame for the existence of the copy. But I 
repeat, my husband is not a member of USR, so I don't see 
the relevance of these remarks. " Amelia Giurcan - 
Sefuleasa USR @ 2021 
 
FEW PEOPLE KNOW THAT IACOMI IULIAN 
FACILITATED AMELIA'S ENROLLMENT IN PSD! 
 
Valeriu insists and he is naughty! 
He returns with a message posted on July 29, 2021, shown 
below: 
 
- Mrs. Giurcan did not sue the PSD or the newspaper that 
published the documents that she says are false and that 
proves that she was a PSD member. The promised CV was not 
published either. 
 
- Mr. Giurcan, former officer in the secret services and 
beneficiary of special pension, was the PNL proposal for state 
secretary from the PNL chief that appears in the transcripts 
from the office of Minister Drula. He also did not file a 
criminal complaint as would have been normal against the 
SRI general who plagiarized his doctoral dissertation under 
the guidance of Paul Abraham (although Abraham had zero 
expertise on the subject of the thesis). 
 
- The Giurcan family presents itself as a successful 
entrepreneur. Ever since PNL and USR were in power, their 
new company has been booming. Ms. Giurcan refused to 
publish the contracts (in the field of transport, although the 
company should do management consulting) that she has. 
 
Amelia Giurcan is the head of the Calarasi branch of USR. 
We have a huge need for a party that has the courage to 
introduce reform and clean up the secret services. Even when 
it comes to services, USR's silence is deafening. They did not 
dare to even touch the sewer from ORNISS, where the famous 
Laurentiu Baranga had slipped. 
 
Correlated with the press coverage of the problems, with the 
lack of meritocracy, with nepotism, with the buses from the 
internal elections, but also with the toxic connections with 
politicians or services, which are slowly coming to light, the 
USR image is far from what this party says that it wants to 
be. There are still many good people in the USR. There are 
some in PNL as well. 
 
There is still time to get rid of a curse of the PSD, AUR, UDMR 
type in government, but it takes backbone and courage. 
Things that seem to be completely missing from USR leaders. 

https://realitateadincalarasi.ro/…/declaratii…/
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I hope that Mrs. Giurcan and others * enough) in her situation 
are well-intentioned. But the best thing, not only for USR, but 
also for all of us, would be for people who know each other or 
who are proven to be vulnerable to take a quick step back. Of 
course, it is not their fault that the relatives are as they are, 
but it is not our fault that we are tired of "coincidences" in 
politics. 
 
And a delicious article from Libertatea 
https://www.libertatea.ro/opinii/echilibristica-politica-in-familie-sotia-
sefa-la-usr-dar-apare-in-acte-si-la-psd-sotul-fost-sef-la-doi-si-un-sfert-
propus-in-guvern-de-pnl-
3665733?fbclid=IwAR1fZc0mvVhgMqNNLgupaRWSv9UOKUdWiE3-
IN5U85zT9HdpcISefPcyHPc 

 
The circus continues 
"In addition (compared to what Valeriu Nicolae managed to 
find out), Madam Giurcan has a few stones tied around her 
neck, which will quickly pull her to the bottom: the 
bankruptcy of some companies - with large debts to the 
budget 
(http://portal.just.ro/116/SitePages/Dosar.aspx?id_dosar=1160000000

0046293&id_inst=116), the fact that she is retired due to illness, 
but the pension does not appear in the wealth declaration 
(flagrant case for ANI) and manipulation of the election of 
the new county leadership of USR Călărași (the testimonies 
of some members - two of whom are already excluded from 
the party - have already been submitted to the central 
leadership).” 
 
Cow milking 
In these conditions, in which Madam Giurcan is questioned, 
the Emperor presses her to return the favour of the 
“disappearance” of her adhesion to PSD, by placing the 
former Mrs. Iacomi in a position of hospital manager. 
And so that it is not visible, in the fief of Calarasi or Prahova 
(of the godfather Iulian Dumitrescu), the enthronement will 
take place in a hospital in the Bucharest sector 1, where 
colleague Clocotilda verifies everything. If Barna still 
manages to hold her in his arms, at least until the election 
of the new USR leader, where he needs - against Cioloș - her 
votes (and those of the faithful to whom she has held 
positions in the leadership of the Călărași branch)… 
Lacomi Land, land of greed, extreme human misery and 
exceptional corruption. 

 
City Hall like a flower 
 

 
 

It all starts on a hot summer day, when Dor Marunt City 

Hall employee, named Micu Filip Ionel, servant and slave of 

Mayor Ion Iacomi, comes up with a concrete idea: a new 

fine! 

 

In order not to issue the fine themselves (Dor Marunt City 

Hall), Ion and Filip are thinking of sending a well-founded 

notification to IPJ Calarasi, a notification in which they 

attach pictures, videos and unreal facts, motivating the 

request by the fact that the operator threw the garbage on 

the field (agricultural land). Convinced that it will work as it 

always does, the illiterate and alcoholic mayor signs the 

complaint to the IPJ and sends it in an envelope to Calarasi. 

 

At IPJ Calarasi, the complaint is sent to the Calarasi 

Environmental Guard (PSD), which has the people put in 

charge by the PSD apparatus, that is, by "enemies". 

 

That's how the Environmental Guard arrived at Dor 
Marunt town hall. 
 

And the Environmental Guard (PSD) team comes in secret, 

in control at Dor Marunt! Mayor Ion Iacomi, when he hears 

that the "enemies" have come to the mayor's office, runs 

away, turns off his phone and disappears! 

In the town hall robbed by Iacomi's thieves, Filip and 

Deputy Mayor Nuta (sensitive and gentle nature) remain. 

The visit of the Environmental Guard fell like lightning over 

the silence of Dor Marunt! 

"When an intellectual enters Dor Marunt City Hall, 

everyone freezes, mainly because they know how to 

write…!" informant Pandele - Lehliu Gara City Hall. 

 

Environmental Guard control 

The GNM Shock team consists of Mrs. Gadea Daniela 

(famous for the exceptional fines) and Mrs. Dumitru Mioara 

(gentle and kind)! 

"Where Gadea passes, nothing grows for 5 years!" 

Lehliu Gara town hall employee 

 

Abandoned by the Mayor, aware of what had been done, the 

slaves of the mayor remain on the ramparts to defend the 

territorial administrative unit from the fantastic fines given 

by GNM. Aware that any fine received by the mayor's office 

will mean less money to steal, Nuta and Filip compete in 

warlike statements, which annoy the audience and so 

stressed, especially as the Lehliu Experiment – Iacomi and 

the exceptional lakes dug by the Clan, were also in the 

spotlight of Mrs. Gadea, who did nothing about the subject! 

 

Instead of giving another fine to the Lehliu Experiment 

editorial staff, the Iacomi clan members wake up with the 

whole GNM team on their heads! 

Mrs. Gadea asks to see the famous Garbage Pit from Dor 

Marunt! The request falls like an earthquake and silences 

the table! 

 

The cesspool 
The looting of Dor Marunt City Hall led to the lack of money 

and the interest related to the arrangement of a properly 

managed Landfill. Going on the political piles and the lack 

of controls, the Iacomists abandoned the garbage problem 

in the Lehiu-Razvani-Buzoieni-Dor Marunt-Dalga area, and 

https://www.libertatea.ro/opinii/echilibristica-politica-in-familie-sotia-sefa-la-usr-dar-apare-in-acte-si-la-psd-sotul-fost-sef-la-doi-si-un-sfert-propus-in-guvern-de-pnl-3665733?fbclid=IwAR1fZc0mvVhgMqNNLgupaRWSv9UOKUdWiE3-IN5U85zT9HdpcISefPcyHPc
https://www.libertatea.ro/opinii/echilibristica-politica-in-familie-sotia-sefa-la-usr-dar-apare-in-acte-si-la-psd-sotul-fost-sef-la-doi-si-un-sfert-propus-in-guvern-de-pnl-3665733?fbclid=IwAR1fZc0mvVhgMqNNLgupaRWSv9UOKUdWiE3-IN5U85zT9HdpcISefPcyHPc
https://www.libertatea.ro/opinii/echilibristica-politica-in-familie-sotia-sefa-la-usr-dar-apare-in-acte-si-la-psd-sotul-fost-sef-la-doi-si-un-sfert-propus-in-guvern-de-pnl-3665733?fbclid=IwAR1fZc0mvVhgMqNNLgupaRWSv9UOKUdWiE3-IN5U85zT9HdpcISefPcyHPc
https://www.libertatea.ro/opinii/echilibristica-politica-in-familie-sotia-sefa-la-usr-dar-apare-in-acte-si-la-psd-sotul-fost-sef-la-doi-si-un-sfert-propus-in-guvern-de-pnl-3665733?fbclid=IwAR1fZc0mvVhgMqNNLgupaRWSv9UOKUdWiE3-IN5U85zT9HdpcISefPcyHPc
https://www.libertatea.ro/opinii/echilibristica-politica-in-familie-sotia-sefa-la-usr-dar-apare-in-acte-si-la-psd-sotul-fost-sef-la-doi-si-un-sfert-propus-in-guvern-de-pnl-3665733?fbclid=IwAR1fZc0mvVhgMqNNLgupaRWSv9UOKUdWiE3-IN5U85zT9HdpcISefPcyHPc
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once every 2-3 months, they send an utility truck to collect 

the piles. Basically, no interest and no facts! As Mrs. Gadea 

knew, she requested a visit on the spot. 

 

What they found there does not require comments and it is 

proof of the incompetence and wickedness of these thieves, 

starting with Micu Filip and ending with Vatafu Alexandru 

and Iacomi. 

 

At the landfill, the environmental inspectors find a villager 

(the neighbour of the deputy Barca Constantin), with a 

small trailer loaded with some garbage! They jumped on 

him like hyenas, they grabbed him at dragged him to the 

City Hall, to fine him and confiscate his car and trailer! Micu 

Filip and Vicele Nuta (the pride of pure liberals) were 

present on the spot. 

 

Basically, Dor Marunt City Hall filed an import 

complaint with an economic agent (who pays the 

monthly salary to the parasites from the mayor's 

office), for a garbage trailer, from the public 

domain, under the administration of the mayor's 

office. Moreover, the garbage was picked up in a 

pile, properly, with a trailer, at the open and 

functional landfill in Dor Marunt commune. You can 

read the complaint by accessing the link on our website: 
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/08/19/primaria-ca-o-floare/  
 

Barca's neighbour 

Terribly frightened by the confiscation of the car and the 

trailer, Barca's neighbour escapes alive and unharmed, not 

before giving for an hour, detailed explanations about why 

and how! 

 

GNM gives clear homework to the City Hall, with a 

deadline. 

Basically in Dor Marunt, GNM finds a disaster, with 

hundreds of tons of garbage thrown away, with the garbage 

dump functional and untidy, compared to the period when 

the former mayor Nitulica was on the throne, when the 

village looked fresh like a flower! 

 

GNM finds that MICU FILIP and Mayor Ionica lied in the 

notification, moreover they specified that the "Editor" 

threw the garbage in the field, taking pictures overlooking 

the field! 

GNM found the lack of involvement of the City Hall in the 

administration of the commune's problems, the lack of 

intellectual capacity and it was just a coincidence that 

Costea Costel and Purcarea Cristian (called Bigi) were not 

in the area, that the ladies would have ended up cut to pieces 

and thrown into deep wells from the Lacomi Land area. 

With a deadline in September, at Dor Marunt no one is in a 

hurry to do something. 

At 9.00 AM the Mayor is absent, the Secretary is absent. We 

find Filip Micu Ionel, who rarely walks in the City Hall. 

 

The inhabitants of Dor Marunt Commune do not know 
that the Landfill is closed! Nobody informs them! 
The sanitation company does not always come and does not 

load any type of garbage, especially if the garbage is not in 

black bags or containers. But people also have other 

garbage, which must be stored somewhere… 

 

The fact that the Mayor closes the Landfill, because he 

doesn't feel like arranging it, preoccupied with stealing and 

filling his pockets, is a major problem for the community, 

which shows the Mayor's inability to manage a poor 

commune! 

 

At Dalga Gara there is a disaster, with garbage 

dumped on about ten Ha. 

 

The signs are missing, the involvement of the City Hall is 

missing, the utility truck of the City Hall is missing. 

The front loader of Dor Marunt City Hall was given to 

stretch the asphalt mixture or to others! Immediately with 

the departure of Stefan Zamfir from Lehliu Gara City Hall, 

the one who was the driver of the utility truck, the machine 

is shared between Ionica's friends. 

 

On our website you can listen to the explosive recording in 

which Micu Filip records the discussions with the Brothers! 
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/08/19/primaria-ca-o-floare/ 

 

Is Ion Iacomi worth 100,000 Euros to retire? 

 
The God and the Emperor - Clash of the 
Titans 
 
Humiliated, mocked, robbed, dispossessed, beaten and put 

in the hospital, the God, in his real name Stan Bucur, 

remained human. 

The emperor always encounters Stan Bucur and stumbles 

over a stump! My god! 

 

"The trumpet announcing the start of the final assault on 

the enclave of Bucur Cătălin Stan (also called Gigi-God aka 

God) sounded by surprise - as an alarm in the perch 

bedroom - during a debate of the local elected officials, on 

the topic" Sustainable Development Strategy of the city in 

the period 2021 - 2027 ”. And it has nothing to do with it. 

Regarding the renovation and modernization of some so-

called parks (in the perimeter of the Lehliu-Gară and 

Răzvani Culture Houses and the abandoned one - in 

Cartierul Nou), the chief secretary (Serban Nadejdea) 

reminded that in Răzvani, in the same proximity , "There is 

a problem with Stan Bucur's land, which the City Hall has 

been making fun of for a decade". A statement that sparked 

the Emperor's anger: “What problem? There is no problem! 

That bastard, that Crow, hasn't paid taxes in 15 years. And 

his concession expired. Soon we will go with our trucks over 

him and tear down his house!” 

And this "soon" happens this week, when Nadejdea was 

instructed to draft the documents necessary for the 

execution, Zaharia Nemeș was sent the signal to heat the 

bulldozer engines and sharpen the bucket fangs, and 

Mussolini was ordered to prepare the team of bullies who 

would keep Gigi-God's eventual supporters, the curious and 

even Grandma away from the intervention - if any 

https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/08/19/primaria-ca-o-floare/
https://experimentullehliu.ro/2021/08/19/primaria-ca-o-floare/
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unstoppable press startup would take her steps there, with 

her camera and tape recorder ready. 

Sources from the town hall claim that one of the three 

guerrilla leaders refused the mission, causing Iacomi a 

nervous breakdown, the Emperor being heard shouting on 

the phone: “What the f..k is he doing? Who the f..k does he 

think he is? Is he crazy? He doesn't respond to orders 

anymore?!” 

How cruel life is! As Organized Crime Emperor, to hinder 

by a stump in the village of Razvani and to be like a ram, 

with its head in the wall of God, which does not seem to 

want to fall! 

What the Iacomi Clan does not understand is that the walls 

of God are just a symbol! They are made to show the 

transformation of man into an animal, more precisely into 

a beast! 

 

While the mayor plans to demolish the enemies, some 

plan to set fire to the Imperial Forest 

 

In the advanced stage of detail, the planning of the burning 
of the Imperial Forest in Ogoru / Lehliu, is in a straight line, 
the perpetrators having ordered agricultural drones, with 
which, it seems that they want to spray substances, which in 
contact with organic matter (leaves, wood, vegetation) light 
up (ie catch fire). The perpetrators are those who were 
robbed by Iacomi, some time ago, in the dubious affairs of 
the Clan, whose wounds remained open. 
Our editorial office found out from several sources, related 
to potential plans, related to the subject, but only the other 
day, we noticed reports related to drone tests and 
information gathering, related to who has reservations at 
the Inn, how many will arrive in what groups! 
Beyond the madness of the situation, the fire will not solve 
anything! Even if Iacomi used these methods, committing 
such deeds is a heinous crime, which will turn the 
perpetrators into criminals as evil as those in the Clan. 

 
Breaking News - prominent member of 

the Iacomi group, removed from the 

leadership of UM 0214 
 

On 12.07.2021 at 
Lehliu Gara, the 
removal of Lt. Col 
Gheorghe Catalin 
from the position 
of Commander of 
ISU Lehliu Gara 
was announced. 
The decision taken 
by Gen. Iamandi 
and Col. Paduraru 

Adrian fell like a bomb in the Iacomi Clan, where he caused 
an exceptional agitation! 
 
Lt. Col. Gheorghe Catalin is one of the most important 
pawns in the Iacomi Clan and the one who allowed the 
transformation of UM 0214- Firefighters, into an annex of 
Organized Crime. 
 

"Theft from the dead", fictitious shifts, fictitious jobs, 
falsified annual assessments now reached the Military 
Prosecutor's Office for investigation, lack of equipment, lack 
of firefighters on shifts, class background and the few 
incredible articles written by the Lehliu Experiment, led the 
ISU leadership to accept the change of position of Lt. Col. 
Gheorghe Catalin. 
 
For the Iacomi Clan, the move is a catastrophe, comparable 
only to the departure of the Empress from the Sapunari 
Psychiatric Hospital. 
 
There were 330 members of the Iacomi Group screwed in 
hot positions. With the removal of Lt. Col Gheorghe Catalin, 
there are 328 left. In the following days, Hilfe from Sapunari 
will follow, the Financial Director who bothers the Deputy 
Barca Constantin, that is, 327 will remain! 
Hard… 

 
In Lehliu just like in Bogota 
 
The events in Lacomi Land, the area of interest of the PNL 

Calarasi fascist wing, the area led and coordinated by the 

Iacomi Clan, occur rapidly and we can see an exceptional 

effervescence, doubled by a saturation at the level of 

Prosecutor's Office and DNA, related to corruption in 

Calarasi County. 

I mean, they started to bother them…  

 

Puschiu Bradut 
Called the money-making machine, Puschiu Bradut, a basic 

member of the Iacomi group, was yesterday at 22.06.2022 

at DNA Constanta, where he spent wonderful moments, 

together with the Prosecutor and the Clerk. More precisely, 

he arrived in the morning and "escaped" in the evening! 

Off…. 

We find out from the sources, how Puschiu came today, 

23.020.20, to the denouncer, to Lehliu, to ask him to give 

up the 10-15 criminal complaints! 

"God forbid! What, you had to film me? says Puschiu”. That 

poor man was sitting with his eyes almost in tears and was 

wiping with his finger, the dust from Puschiu's car! He 

didn't say anything, as if there was something else to say. 

"I forgive you, but not that one!" says Puschiu (according to 

the witness's statement at the event). 

 

Col. Paduraru Adrian - ISU Calarasi Commander 
The distinguished Mr. Colonel called two of the victims 

from Lehliu, two of the 9, who have the funeral money 

robbed by Lt. Col Gheorghe Catalin, to discuss the 

possibility of returning to them the stolen sums. 

The boys said they didn't want anything, now it's too late 

anyway! But Real Col Paduraru, wanted to know if the two 

remain with the same statements (as they were given to 

IGSU - in the investigation), he had to interrogate them a 

little. 

 

But this episode is a small part in the whole story, if we take 

into account the stories of Lehliu Gara, who talk about 9 

people damaged by Colonel Gheorghe Catalin, who took 

part of the money for the dead and played them in bets, or 

for drinks at the bar owned by Mari the Dwarf. 
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Nemes Zaharia - member of the Iacomi Clan - SC Grand 

Construct SRL 

Nemes entered Frasinet with works, where the mayor is 

Alin Ploiesteanu, the godson of Iacomi Iulian. Nemes, 

together with Sofian, steals everything he can from the 

budget of Frasinet Commune. The event is significant, 

taking into account the drainage of financial resources to 

the members of the Clan, an essential element in supporting 

the Group. 

 

The fences executed last year are damaged 
The fences executed by the Military Firefighters (Iacomi 

Clan) with the money drained by Nemes Zaharia and SC 

New Led SMD SRL (Gagarin). Made in mockery, "a la 

Iacomi", the fences from multiple locations of Dor Marunt 

Commune, are in an advanced state of degradation. 

Made to last a year, the fences have withstood so much! 

 

Sofian Costache unleashed 
Fane Zamfir's son (called Sile) from Lehliu Gara City Hall, 

quietly loads an asphalt mixing truck to a friend, a non-

affiliated member of the Clan. Sofian Costache comes and 

sees this little one, as he loads a car…. 

 

After a series of specific wishes in the Clan, upset, 

disappointed and disgusted, by swearing and threats, 

Zamfir Stefan leaves the truck on foot towards the house. 

He was so upset that he didn't come to work. 

 

Stefan Zamfir is a hard-working boy, employed at Dor 

Marunt City Hall, a reliable man and sent all day to work for 

Ion Iacomi, bringing money "to the office". 

 

Immediately Sofian called the Emperor and Ionica, to show 

how "corrupt" Stefan is! 

 

Ion Iacomi and Vatafu, scared by the information that 

Stefan has, kept the employment contract open, and from 

time to time, he invites him to work… 

 

Stefan is also upset that Dor Marunt City Hall employs 

people who have nothing to do with the City Hall. 

(information is from sources close to the case) 

 

The deputy mayor of Dor Marunt "Nuta" hired his man 

from the farm to the City Hall 

Tudor Ioan hired the person in charge of the cows from his 

own farm, at Dor Marunt City Hall. That is, to pay the City 

Hall taxes and all that, while the named Florin Balasoiu, 

works at Nuta at home! Florin is a good boy, he cuts alfalfa, 

mills, etc. 

 

Alin Ploiesteanu circles the editorial office of the Lehliu 

Experiment 

A few days ago, I was walking quietly on the street in the 

village, when my left hand clung to a mulberry branch, full 

of juicy and sweet mulberries. Apparently by chance, after 

giving 15 laps, Alin Ploiesteanu stops the car of Frasinet City 

Hall, to talk to the Editor in the fresh air (not before starting 

the recording on the phone, to have what to show to the 

Emperor). 

While enjoying the delicious Baragan mulberries, Alin 

wanted to point out that they found the solution for me (the 

Clan). That is, "your problem ends soon, the solution is clear 

and it will be bad" (for the journalist) 

 

Even though he was apparently talking to a dead man, Alin 

is deeply marked by his association with the name of a thief! 

He does not want to accept in any form and totally rejects 

the term of “Interlop” (organized crime group member)! 

 

Surrounded by the frenzy of ripe mulberries, I forgot to give 

Alin some guinea hen eggs, which I had in a box, fresh eggs, 

a quality egg to take home, homemade egg, for the little one! 

 

Crashes and craters appeared at Lehliu Gara  

In Lehliu, beautiful collapses started to appear! The city 

looks good! 

 

In Dor Marunt, the stadium 

is open only to Iacomi's 

supporters  

Ion Iacomi has relatively 

closed the stadium in Dor 

Marunt and does not allow 

access to the local football 

team, which plays where they 

can! At the Stadium, Iacomi 

meets his buddies, where they 

make barbecues and parties, 

away from the eyes of the 

commoners. 

 

At Lehliu Gara the Emperor 

executed an unaffiliated 

A naughty opponent of Iacomi 

Iulian, was made to tear down 

a fence as punishment for the 

audacity to look up from the 

mud! The man did not have 

documents on the complete 

field, it is a few meters. The 

Crown Prince, finding out 

what had happened, made the 

man ruin everything, bringing 

the mollusk near the fence. In 

the city of Lehliu Gara there is urban chaos, as it is in Dor 

Marunt, a total bustle and robbery. 

 
The sole of Hell 
 

Dozens of messages arrived at the editorial office, related to 

the lack of important names from the Clan's list! 

 

Especially Gigel Curea, a faithful slave and servant of the 

Emperor, but also related to the other members who are 

missing and probably have a feeling of loneliness! So we 

have gathered some more relevant names from the Clan! 

 

The Scheme Of Shame can be found in detail in today's 

edition!  
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